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The Future of Peer Support:
Building a Career in the Private 

Sector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to talk about the future
Next year, 5 years, 10 years
Expansion of peer support across BH
Including in private practice
Eventual expansion across health care
Available to all who want and need it.



Time Travel

….Let’s go way back!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must 1st understand the past.
Where did we come from
How did we get here
Where are we going

Some trace to Roman Soldiers
Some to earliest written records



And Where Did Organized 
Peer Support Come From?

France-1700’s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First evidence of organized peer support in back to a psychiatric hospital in France in the 1700’s. 
The governor of the hospital recognized the value of hiring recovered patients to work as hospital staff. 
They were praised by the governor for being “gentle, honest, and humane”. They were against active cruelty and “disposed to kindness”.
 SOUNDS KIND OF FAMILIAR, DOESN’T IT? 



Moral Treatment Comes 
to America

Benjamin Rush
1746-1813

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was the beginnings of a shift in the philosophy of mental health care that ushered in the “moral treatment era”.
Belief that if treated with dignity and kindness their chances for recovery are increased.
 The movement began in Europe primarily among Quakers in England.
Moved to the new world by Dr. Benjamin Rush, a Philadelphia doctor 
Signer of the American Declaration of Independence 
Founding member of what was to become the American Psychiatric Association.

Dorothea Dix – hospitals across the country



Descent into Darkness
Byberry Hospital PA 1946

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Era began to wane in the late 1800’s 
Once again we entered into a period of human warehousing in large and often cruelly run psychiatric hospitals.  
Byberry Hospital opened it doors in  1907 and was closed after decades of scandal in 1990.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modern age of peer support—deinstitutionalization 1960’s to 1970’s
Tens of thousands
Released into communities without supports
Many identified themselves as Survivors…………
Began to meet together for mutual support.  PEER SUPPORT





Drop-In Center: On Our Own MD 1983

The Consumer Movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the 1980’s some ex-patients and survivors decided that the only way to change the system was to work inside the system. 
This was the beginning of the Consumer Movement, so called because it was made up of people who were consumers for mental health treatment. 
Unfortunately they were up against a well-established medical model of treatment………
Often given a message of hopelessness




Working Inside the System
The Consumer Movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Into the  90’s peers continued to work within community health centers and in peer-run organizations. 
Peer-run nonprofits began contracting with state governments and receiving federal grants to provide support services. 
It was during this time we really began to talk about RECOVERY and we honed our skills as peer support workers.




Georgia Created 
the 1st Peer 
Certification in 
2001

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2001 led by Larry Fricks and others, Georgia created the 1st Certified Peer Specialist credential.
35 peers graduated in the first year
Georgia soon became the first to bill Medicaid.



Peer support has found a 
home in the community 
mental health system.
Peer specialists now 
perform a number of 
different roles 

There are now approximately 30,000 Certified Peer Specialists 
plus≈ 10,000 in states without certification. In public behavioral 
health full time pay scales average around $16.50/hr. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peers have been working in community mental health settings for over 30 years.
Perform many roles
Peer run organizations
Managed care
Approximately 30,000 CPSs and 10,000 working in states without certification



So far, we have largely been met with closed doors 
when we attempt to introduce peer support to private 

practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peer support has made only very modest progress in the private sector.




Funding Barriers

Inconsistent standards across 
state lines
Shortage of reliable research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Face many barriers to have peer support funded by Medicare and private health insurance
Unlike Medicaid, Medicare has one set of rules for covered services
Private health insurance seeks standardization across the country
Both want a high level of knowledge and experience
Continue to want more research



But the door is beginning to open. 
As new research validates peer 
support, and funders begin to 
realize the benefits, interest is 

growing.

Higher quality of life
Increased treatment outcomes
Lowered re-hospitalization rates
Lowered ER usage
Decreased costs to funders

• Allowing more people to receive 
services 

In pilot programs with private healthcare companies pay scales 
have averaged $20/hr.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through the statistical information gathered in managed care and continuing evaluation of data from existing programs funders are beginning to see the clear benefits
Higher quality of life
Increased self managment
Increased treatment outcomes
Lowered re-hospitalization rates
Lowered ER department usage
Decreased costs to funders
This allows more people to have access to services

Through decades of experience come the realization that this stuff actually works.




As we begin to expand
into the private sector 
some of the barriers we 
face are the same ones we
have encountered in community 
mental health over the last 3 decades

• Peer support is a new concept in the private sector
• It can require significant cultural change for many 

practitioners. Champions!
o Inclusion of peer support can require a shift to a more 

recovery oriented philosophy for the existing clinical staff 
• It requires staff to set aside existing stereotypes about 

what it means to have a mental health diagnosis.
• It, also, requires the staff to acknowledge the value of 

peer support and the legitimacy of credentials.

Stereotypes &the face of “mental 
illness”



In our own unique 
way we are 
professionalizing peer 
support.

• Increased knowledge
• Higher standards
• Experience
• Constantly evolving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peer support continues to evolve
Increased knowledge
Higher standards
Higher availability of experienced workforce



Active Listening

Building Trust

Relationships

Decision Making

Goal Setting

Navigation

Advocacy

Activation

Ethics & Boundaries

The Evolution of Professional Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Significantly higher standards of “professional training”



MHA Advanced Level National Certified Peer 
Specialist                          A single high standard

2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the answer to the concerns of private funding and Medicare is the 2017 advent of the MHA Advanced Level National Peer Specialist credential.
Amy Farrington from FCB will cover this is detail.



Period of Time 5-10 years
Total  BH Workforce 420,000
Percentage of Peers
(estimated to grow to) 20-25%

Peer Workforce 84,000-105,000

Manderscheid, R. PhD

Projected workforce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ron Manderscheid, the ED of an organization that represents county behavioral health and DD disability directors and a Professor at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health has estimated that in the next 5 to 10 years peer support will make up 20-25% of behavioral health workforce.

84,000 to 105,00
Community behavioral health and Private practice
Working in hospitals
Private practice offices (All kinds, including private practice of peer support)
Clinics
Emergency rooms
Supevisory roles
Adminsitrators





And that is just behavioral health!

Many people, receiving 
services for all types of 
healthcare issues, can benefit from peer support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why should we limit peer support only to behavioral health
The skills are universal
Many existing CPSs have other serious health issues
Diabetes
Heart disease
COPD
Cancer
And others
We should promote using CPSs though out healthcare



The Future Holds Countless 
Opportunities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Countless opportunities in the future



The Need  for Peer Support 
Throughout Healthcare is in 
the Millions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look at the entire field of healthcare we can see that peer support would provide much needed services to most people living with serious health conditions
We want to see peer support to be available to anyone who needs it and wants it.
UNIVERSAL PEER SUPPORT



Careers, Not Jobs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to create career paths for peer support.
Initially in public and private behavioral health
Opportunities for advancement
Living wages
With opportunities for meaningful salary increases
We want peer support to become a recognized profession with unique standards, experience, and knowledge

We want to see peer support across all of HEALTHCARE



Imagine what that would 
look like.

Opportunities for career 
advancement and upward 
mobility.



Just because we start our careers in 
“peer” positions does not mean 
that we can’t advance through a 
variety of roles.

Many of us start off in peer support roles and transition to 
administrative or executive roles that may or may not directly relate to 
peer support. Our lived experience serves us and the people we serve 
well no matter what the role.



Work, Learn, Grow, Flourish

Flourishing:
“a state where people experience 
positive emotions, positive 
functioning and positive social 
functioning, most of the time; living 
within an optimal range of human 
functioning.

Correy Keyes, PhD 

Patrick Hendry
Vice President, Peer Advocac y, 
Supports & Services
phendry@mentalhealth America.net

Mental Health America



National Certified Peer Specialist 
(NCPS)
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Why National Certification?

• Is there a need that is not currently being met?

• What need does certification fill that nothing 
else does?

• Is there a target population that is involved in 
the practice of peer support that would benefit 
from national certification?
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Why National Certification?
• What are the characteristics of the prospective 

certified population?

• Who produces individuals with these skills as 
well as the pathways by which they earn these 
skills?

• Who employs these individuals? 

• Who pays for their services?
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Why National Certification

• Who are the stakeholders?

• Are there credentials offered through other 
organizations?

• What will drive employers to support 
certification?
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Developed per national standards
• Follow the Institute for Credentialing Excellence 

(ICE) NCCA standards for quality certification 
programs.

• Ensures credentials are valid, reliable and legally 
defensible.

• Ensures program development, administration 
and maintenance meet national quality 
standards.
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Supporting History

• Integrates existing best practice standards, 
guidelines, and principles in peer support.

• Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA)

• International Association of Peer Supporters 
(iNAPS)
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Recent publication …

• Mental Health:  Leading Practices for State 
Programs to Certify Peer Support Specialists 
(GAO-19-41)

• https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-19-41
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https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-19-41


National Certified Peer Specialist (NCPS)
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Mental Health America
National Certified Peer Specialist

• An advanced credential designed to build upon and 
enhance traditional peer specialist training and 
competencies upheld by current programs and add 
the competencies necessary to enable peers to work 
alongside any other healthcare team.

• Purposefully designed to remain true to the 
fundamental principles and core values of peer 
support services, while expanding its concept and 
demonstrating its effectiveness to new markets, 
particularly the private healthcare industry.
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Mental Health America
National Certified Peer Specialist
• Demonstrate their professional competency by 

meeting a set of defined standards measuring 
education, work experience, and supervision.

• Maintain competency by participating in annual 
educational events.

• Follow ethical and professional standards in the 
course of carrying out their daily scope of 
practice. 
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Qualifications for Certification

• High School Diploma or Higher

• Current State Certification with a 40 hour or 
greater training requirement OR an MHA 
approved training.

• 3,000 hours of paid or volunteer work 
experience within last 6 years

• 1 professional letter of recommendation

• 1 supervisory letter of recommendation
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Qualifications for Certification
• Standards MUST be met before approval to sit for 

the exam. 

• The exam is written for someone who has met the 
minimum application qualifications.

• From the first file review, there is a 12-month period 
to earn approval to sit for the exam.  A continuation 
fee is paid if standards are not met during the first 
year.
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CEU Requirements
• 10 per year

• 20 due at time of renewal (October 31st of the 
renewal year)

• Accept a broad range of training – any provider 
who is approved to provide CEUs for other 
licenses or certifications, all accredited college 
and university coursework, and all training 
approved by FCB and/or MHA.
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Recertification

• Credential’s renew every 2-years.

• MHA-NCPS credentials renew October 31st of 
the renewal year.

• Renewal requires CEU compliance and timely 
fee payment.  There is not a testing requirement 
UNLESS the credential becomes inactive and the 
test score is +3 years old. 
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Questions?
Amy Farrington, 
Director of Certification
afarrington@flcertificationboard.org

850-222-6314
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